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communication. Hardware and software for the nodes is
synthesized using techniques reported in [7]. On an aver-
age, there are 7-8 hardware implementation bins per node.
A single software implementation is assumed.

6.2:  Comparison with ILP
The solution obtained by the MIBS algorithm is com-

pared to an exact (integer linear program) solution. In the
ILP formulation, a 15 node problem required 718 con-
straints and 396 variables (381 integer variables). The ILP
was solved using CPLEX on a Sun SPARCstation10.
Table 3 summarizes these results. The closeness of the so-
lutions is encouraging, especially since ILP becomes for-
midable for even small problems.

6.3:  Mapping vs. Extended Partitioning
In the following examples we show that the ability to se-

lect an implementation bin, rather than just use a single bin
for all the nodes, significantly reduces the overall hardware
area.

Three cases are considered. In the first case, the GCLP
algorithm is applied to the graph, where the execution
times and areas for all the nodes correspond to their L bins
values. In the second case, the GCLP algorithm is applied
to the graph where the area and execution time values cor-
respond to the median implementation bins. In the third
case, the MIBS algorithm is applied. Table 4 shows the re-

sults for the three cases for the modem example. Case 2
gave a better solution (28% smaller hardware area) than
case 1 as expected. The MIBS solution is far superior to
that obtained with just GCLP (50% less hardware com-
pared to the fastest case, and 32% less than the median
case). This proves that the implementation flexibility can
be used in partitioning to reduce the overall hardware area.

7.0: Conclusions
The extended partitioning problem seeks to jointly opti-

Scenario hardware area  run time

ILP 158 3.5 hours

MIBS 181 3 minutes

Comparison 1.1456 times bigger 70 times faster

Table 3: Comparison of ILP and MIBS.

Scenario HW area area gain

1 GCLP, fastest implementation 736 1

2 GCLP, median implementation 530 0.7201

3 MIBS 362 0.4918

Table 4: Area improvement using the MIBS.

mize the mapping of nodes to hardware or software, and the
selection of implementation bins within a mapping. The
MIBS heuristic is presented to solve this problem efficient-
ly (O(|N|3)). It solves the extended partitioning problem by
decomposing it into an iterative process consisting of two
steps: mapping and implementation-bin selection. The
GCLP algorithm computes the mapping by using an adap-
tive optimization objective at each step. This objective is
selected on the basis of a global time criticality measure
and local optimality measures. The IBS algorithm solves
the implementation-bin selection problem. It uses a bin
sensitivity measure, which correlates the implementation-
bin motion with the overall hardware area reduction, to se-
lect an implementation bin for a node for a given mapping.
This GCLP-IBS sequence is repeated for |N| nodes in the
DAG. Experimental results indicate that the added dimen-
sion of design flexibility (offered by implementation bins)
can be used effectively in partitioning to reduce the overall
area. The solution obtained by the MIBS algorithm is close
to the ILP solution.
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The method to compute the optimal implementation bin
is now described with the help of a typical BFC, in Figure
9(a). The slope of the BFC is first plotted. This is called the
bin sensitivity curve, since it reflects the correlation be-
tween bin motion and free-node area reduction. Let the
maximum slope of BFC be SLmax. The bin (BT*) for the
tagged node is selected to be the leftmost bin with the max-
imum slope SLmax, if SLmax > 0. If BFC is constant (Figure
9(b)), SLmax = 0, and the tagged node is mapped to its H
bin, since moving it from its slowest to fastest implementa-
tions does not affect subsequent nodes.

Consider the BSCT in Figure 10(a) where the two re-
gions marked S1 and S2 have identical slopes. In this case,
the bin B1, which is closer to the HT bin is preferred over
bin B2, as this reduces the area of the tagged node. To in-
corporate the effect of area in general the BSCT is weighted
by the area of the tagged node. Figure 10(c) indicates the
normalized area curve for the tagged node. Figure 10(d) il-
lustrates theweighted BSC obtained by weighting Figure
10(b) with Figure 10(c). BT* is then selected to be the left
most bin with the maximum weighted slope.

Algorithm IBS
Input A = {fixed nodes}, U = {free nodes}, T = tagged node,

with mapping MT, CHT, Lk and Hk for all
Output BT*
Procedure
1.Compute BFCT (Section 4.3)

2.Compute BSCT
3.Compute weighted BSCT
4.Determine bin BT* corresponding to leftmost bin with the

maximum slope for the weighted BSCT

5.0: The Extended Partitioning Problem:
MIBS algorithm

The MIBS algorithm is described below. Note that the
mapping of all the nodes is not finalized at one shot in
MIBS. Instead, future mappings of the remaining free

LT

BFCT

BSCT

BFCT

selected bin selected bin

Figure 9: Using BFC and BSC to determine B T*

(a) (b)

BSCT

HT LT HT

LTLT HTBT* BT* = HT

SLmax

k U∈

nodes are allowed to change depending on the implemen-
tation bin selected for a tagged node. At any iteration, the
known mappings and implementation bins of the fixed
nodes affect the mappings of the free nodes. Also note that
the GCLP uses the median values. The MIBS algorithm has
complexity O(|N|3).

Algorithm: MIBS
Input: G = (N,A), AH, AS, and D. :CHi, CSi, Ei (ex-

tremity measure), andRi, (repeller measure).

Output ,Mi, Bi*, and ti.

Initialization A = {fixed nodes} = , U = {free nodes} = N.
Compute median values for area and time in software
and hardware

Procedure
while {|U| > 0} {

1.Determine Mi for all

1.1.For  set hardware and software area and time
values to their median values.

1.2.Run GCLP to compute Mi and ti for .

2.Determine set of ready nodesR
3.Select tagged node T using urgency measures ( )
4.Determine the implementation bin for node T, given MT

4.1.Run IBS to determine bin BT* (Section 4.4)

5.U = U\{T}; , Update ti based on selected BT*}

6.0: Results
The performance of the MIBS algorithm is next exam-

ined. Our focus is on real-time applications with periodic
timing constraints. Two examples are selected: a 32 KHz,
2-PSK modem with 27 nodes and a 8KHz bidirectional
telephone channel simulator with 15 nodes.

6.1:  Estimation of area/time values
The applications are described at atask level of granu-

larity (typical nodes include: pulse shaper, carrier recovery,
timing recovery, etc.) in Ptolemy [6]. The underlying target
architecture is assumed to consist of a programmable pro-
cessor, custom hardware, and self-timed memory-mapped

BFCT

Figure 10: Weighted Bin Sensitivity Curve.
selected bin
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LT HT LT HT
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LT HT
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BFT
j is computed as the fraction of free nodes that have

to be mapped to L bins in order to meet feasibility, if node
T were implemented in bin j. The algorithm to compute the
BFC is as follows:

Algorithm: compute_BFC
Input: A = {fixed nodes}, U = {free nodes}, T = tagged node,

with mapping MT, CHT,Lk and Hk for all nodes

Output: BFCT = {(BFT
j, j),

Initialize: , for , set texec(p) based on fixed bin
Procedure:
for (j = 1; , j++) {

1.Set texec(T) = thT
j

2.For all , set texec (k) = thk
H

3.Compute Tfinish, given the mapping and texec for all nodes
4.while ( Tfinish > latency){

for all , texec(f) = thk
L

Update(Tfinish)}

5.

}

Figure 8 describes this mechanism to compute BFC with
the help of an example. Suppose that nodes 1, 2, and 3 are
fixed, node 4 is tagged, and node 5 is free. Further, suppose
that a GCLP run at this point mapped nodes 4 and 5 to hard-
ware.

The bin fraction curve for the tagged node (BFC4) is
plotted by determining the values of the bin fraction for all
the bins of node 4. Consider the computation of BF4

H.
Node 4 is set to its H bin. All free nodes (node 5) are first
set at their H bins. Tfinish-4-H-5-H is the finish time for the
DAG for this particular bin selection. Suppose that this ex-
ceeds the timing constraint as shown in Figure 8(b). Some

Notation Interpretation

T tagged node

BT* Selected bin for node T

BFT
j Bin Fraction for bin j of node T

BFCT Bin Fraction Curve for node T

BSCT Bin Sensitivity Curve for node T

SLmax Maximum value of BSCT

Table 2: Summary of notation in IBS algorithm

k U∈
j NHT∈

F φ= p A∈

j NHT≤

k U∈

F next(U)←
f F∈

BFT
j

sizei
i F∈
∑

sizei
i U∈
∑

---------------------=

of the free nodes hence have to be moved to their L bins to
meet the timing constraint. A free node (5) is selected and
moved to its L bin. The set F contains the free nodes that
are at their L bins (F = {5}). The new finish time (Tfinish-4-

H-5-L) is computed. Suppose that this satisfies timing con-
straint. BF4

H is then computed as the ratio of nodes in F to
nodes in U. BF4

H evaluates to 1 in this case. The procedure
is repeated for all |NH4| bins for node 4. Consider the com-
putation of BF4

L. The free nodes (5) are again set at their H
bin. Tfinish-4-L-5-H is the finish time for the DAG for this
particular bin selection. Assuming this is feasible, BF4

L

evaluates to 0. BFC4 is shown in Figure 8(d).
Note that the BFC is a monotonically non-decreasing

function. A high value of the bin fraction for a bin j indi-
cates that selecting the jth implementation bin for the
tagged node is likely to result in a large fraction of free
nodes being subsequently assigned to their L bins. The free
nodes to be moved to L bins can be selected by using dif-
ferent ranking functions such as thi

H or ahi
L.

4.4:  Bin Sensitivity Curve (BSC)
Figure 9 plots the BF values for various bins of a tagged

node T. How is the optimal bin (BT*) for this node select-
ed? As ahT

H is the smallest possible area for the tagged
node in hardware, an intuitive choice for its bin is to set BT*
= HT. At HT, however, BFH is high and the overall hard-
ware area might not be optimal. As the tagged node shifts
from bin HT to HT-1, the resulting decrease in BF implies
that the fraction of free nodes at their H bin increases, and
consequently the allocated hardware area of free nodes re-
duces. In general, the slope of the BFC represents the free-
node area reduction gradient with respect to the (leftward)
bin motion of the tagged node.

Figure 8: BFC Computation
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greater than the threshold, time is critical; an objective that
minimizes time is selected, otherwise one that minimizes
area is chosen. Based on the selected objective, the ready
node i is assigned a mapping (Mi) and is scheduled in a
time slot (starting time ti). The algorithm has quadratic
complexity in the number of nodes.

Algorithm: GCLP
Input: G = (N,A); AH, AS, andD.

: ahi, asi, thi, tsi, Ei (extremity measure), andRi,
(repeller measure).

Output: , mappingMi and start time ti.

Initialize:U = {unassigned nodes} =N,A= {assigned nodes} = .
Procedure:
while (|U| >0){
1.Compute GC
2.Determine the set ofready nodesR
3.Compute the effective execution time texec(i) for each node i

If                         texec(i) = GC.thi + (1-GC).tsi
else if                  texec(i) = thi•I(Mi = hw) +tsi•I(Mi=sw)

4.Compute the longest path  using texec(i)

5.Select node i, , for mapping: max(longestPath(i))
6.Determine mappingMi for i:

6.1.if ( )  (extremity node)
 else if( ) (repeller node)
 else ; (normal node)

6.2. ,

6.3.If          p: min(finish time);
 else p: min(resource consumed);

6.4.Mi = p; Set(ti); U = U\{i};
}

4.0: Implementation-bin selection

4.1:  Problem definition
Consider the nodal implementation bin curve as shown

in Figure 2. Denote L to be the fastest (leftmost) implemen-
tation bin, and H to be the slowest (rightmost) implementa-
tion bin. As the nodal implementation bin curve is
traversed from L to H, the hardware area required to imple-
ment the node decreases. From the view point of minimiz-
ing hardware area, it is desirable for all nodes mapped to
hardware to be set at their H bins. This might, however, be
infeasible from the point of view of desired latency. Simi-
larly, all nodes mapped to software should likely be at their
L bins, but program/data memory capacity constraints
might restrict this. The implementation-bin selection prob-
lem (P2) is to determine the implementation bin for a
tagged node. AnImplementation Bin Selection (IBS) heu-
ristic for this problem is presented in this section.

For the sake of simplicity, in the discussions that follow,
we restrict the implementation-bin selection to hardware
only. Note that the concepts apply to software implementa-
tion-bin selection as well.

i N∈∀

i N∈∀
φ

i U∈
i A∈

i R∈∀
i R∈

Ei 0≠ ∆ Ei=
Ri 0≠ ∆ Ri=

∆ 0=

Threshold 0.5 ∆+= 0 Threshold 1≤ ≤
GC Threshold≥( )

A i{ }←

4.2:  IBS algorithm overview
Figure 7 shows the key concepts of the algorithm. Given

a tagged node (T) and a set of free and fixed nodes, the IBS
algorithm selects an implementation bin for the tagged
node (BT*). The bin is selected so that the timing con-
straints are met, while assigning fewest possible free nodes
to their L bins. This has the effect of reducing the overall
hardware area, while maintaining feasibility.

For each binj of a tagged node T, we estimate the frac-
tion of free nodes that need to be mapped to their L bins, in
order to meet timing constraints. This estimate is defined as
thebin fraction(BFT

j). A high value of BFT
j indicates that

if the tagged node T were to be implemented in binj, a
large fraction of free nodes may subsequently get mapped
to their fast implementations, increasing the overall area.
Thebin fraction curve (BFCT) is the collection of bin frac-
tion values for each binj of the tagged node T (Step 1 in
Figure 7).

Next, thebin sensitivity curve (BSCT) for the tagged
node T is determined by computing the slope of the BFCT
(Step 2 in Figure 7). The bin sensitivity curve reflects the
responsiveness of the bin fraction. Suppose that the maxi-
mum slope of the bin fraction curve is between bins k-1 and
k (in Figure 7). This implies that moving the tagged node
from bin k-1 to bin k shifts the largest fraction of free nodes
to their L bins. The k to k-1 bin-motion for the tagged node
thus results in the largest reduction of the area of free
nodes.

Hence, bin (k-1) is selected as the implementation bin
(BT*) for the tagged node, in Step 3 in Figure 7. The key
idea here is to correlate the motion of the tagged node along
its implementation bin curve from its H to L bin, with the
motion of free nodes from their L to H bins.

The notation used in the IBS algorithm is summarized in
Table 2.

4.3:  Bin Fraction Curve (BFC)
The bin fraction curve BFCT is plotted by computing,

for each binj of the tagged node T, the bin fraction BFT
j.

Assume that each free node can be either in L or H bin.

Compute Bin Fraction Curve (BFCT)

Compute Bin Sensitivity Curve (BSCT)

Select Bin (BT*)
BT*

time

area

BSCT

LT HT

BFCT

1

0

BT*

tagged node T free nodesfixed nodes

LT HT

Figure 7: The IBS Algorithm
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applied to get an initial hardware/software mapping for free
nodes. A tagged node is then selected from the set of
mapped nodes. The IBS algorithm determines the appropri-
ate implementation bin for this tagged node. The tagged
node becomes a fixed node once its implementation bin is
determined. The GCLP is then applied to compute the re-
vised mapping for the remaining free nodes. This GCLP-
IBS sequence is repeated till there are no free nodes left.

3.0: Hardware/software mapping: GCLP
algorithm revisited

In this section we briefly summarize the key ideas of the
Global Criticality/Local Phase (GCLP) driven algorithm
for the mapping problem. Refer to [1] for further details.

3.1:  Adaptive selection of the objective function
The GCLP algorithm traverses the DAG and maps each

node to either hardware or software, such that an objective
function is minimized. Two possible objective functions
could be used: minimize thefinish time of the node (gov-
erned by the execution time on the selected mapping and
the communication between the node and its predecessors)
or minimize thepercentage resource consumedby the
node (hardware area or software size). However, meeting
timing constraints and minimizing hardware area are con-
tradictory goals. For example, an objective function that
minimizes the finish time is more likely to be feasible, but
selecting the faster mapping could drive it away from opti-
mality (minimum hardware area). On the other hand, if a
node is assigned to a mapping that minimizes hardware ar-
ea, it is likely to be infeasible. To overcome this problem,
the GCLP algorithmselects an appropriate optimization
objective at each step,instead of using ahardwired objec-
tive function. As shown in Figure 5, the objective function
is selected by a threshold-based comparison of a global
time-criticality measure, calledglobal criticality. If time is
critical, an objective function that minimizes finish time is
selected, otherwise one that minimizes area is selected.

∆

>?

Obj1

Obj2

GC

global (time)

threshold+

Th’

Local Phase delta
(nodal preference /

• Phase 1 (Extremity)
• Phase 2 (Repeller)
• Phase 3 (Normal)

Figure 5: GCLP: Objective function selection per step

(Th = 0.5)

min(finish time)

min(% resource consumed)

 properties measure)

criticality
measure

n

y

3.2:  Global Criticality (GC)
GC is a global lookahead measure of time criticality at

each step of the algorithm. Figure 6 illustrates the compu-
tation of GC. At each step, GC is the fraction of unassigned
nodes that have to be moved to hardware from software so
as to meet feasibility.

3.3:  Local Phase
Mapping based on just GC is unlikely to be globally op-

timal because the node-invariant nature of GC at each step
does not capture the local characteristics of individual
nodes. To address this, nodes are classified into three types:
local phase 1(extremity), local phase 2(repeller), and local
phase 3 (normal).

Extremities are resource hogs and have an obvious pre-
ferred mapping. For instance, a hardware extremity re-
quires a large area when implemented in hardware, but
could be implemented inexpensively in software. The local
preference of such a node i is quantified by anextremity
measure Ei.

On the other hand, some nodes are better suited to hard-
ware or software based on their structure [5]. Such nodes
are classified asrepellers. For instance, a node with a large
number of bit manipulations is better suited for hardware
(software repeller), while a node with many memory ac-
cesses is better matched to software (hardware repeller).
For such nodes, this behavior is quantified by arepeller
measure Ri.

Nodes that are neither extremities nor repellers are clas-
sified asnormal nodes.

3.4:  GCLP Algorithm
The GCLP algorithm is outlined below. In each itera-

tion, the global criticality is first computed. Next, a node is
selected for mapping from among ready nodes (nodes
whose predecessors have been scheduled) based on anur-
gency criteria (Steps 2-5). Having selected a ready node,
the mapping objective is determined by comparing GC to a
threshold. The threshold is modified by an amount ,
where  ifi is an extremity node,  ifi is a re-
peller node, and  ifi is a normal node. If GC is

1 3
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Figure 6: Computation of Global Criticality
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is shown on the X axis, and the corresponding hardware
area required to implement the node is shown on the Y axis.
The left-most point on the X axis for each curve corre-
sponds to the critical path of that node; it represents the
fastest possible implementation of the node. As the sample
period increases, the same node can be implemented in a
smaller hardware area. The right-most point on the X axis
for each curve corresponds to the smallest possible area; it
represents the point where only one resource of each type
is used, the design cannot get any smaller. Thus, the curve
represents the design space for a node.

Similarly, different software synthesis strategies can be
used to implement a given node in software, giving rise to
similar area/time curves for software implementations. For
instance, inlined code is faster than code using subroutine
calls, but with a larger code size.

In general, associated with every nodei are: a hardware
implementation curveCHi, and a software implementation
curveCSi. CHi = {(ahi

j, thi
j), }, where ahi

j and thi
j

represent the area and execution time when node i is imple-
mented in hardware using implementation-bin j, andNHi is
the set of hardware implementation bins for nodei (Figure
3). CSi can be similarly defined. The notation is summa-
rized in Table 1.

Theimplementation-bin selection problem (P2): Giv-
en a nodei with a pre-specified hardware or software map-
ping, determine the implementation bin (Bi*) for the node.
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Figure 2: Typical area/time trade-off curves.
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The extended partitioning problem seeks to jointly opti-
mize the selection of the implementation bin and the map-
ping.

The extended partitioning problem (P3) is stated as:
Given a DAG, hardware and software implementation
curves for all the nodes, communication costs, and a de-
sired latency, find a mapping (M), the optimal implementa-
tion bin (B*), and the start time for each node (schedulet),
subject to the latency and architectural constraints and tak-
ing communication costs into consideration, such that the
total area of the nodes mapped to hardware is minimum.

The motivation in solvingP3 is a possibly reduced over-
all hardware area (relative toP1), while meeting the timing
constraints. It is obvious thatP3 is a much harder problem
than P1 (k|N| alternatives, fork implementation bins per
node, for a given mapping and|N| nodes). In this paper we
present an efficient algorithm to solveP3 approximately.
We also investigate, with case studies, the pay-off in using
extended partitioning over just mapping (binary partition-
ing).

Solution Methodology
We propose an algorithm that solvesP3 by decompos-

ing it into an iterative process, consisting of two steps, as
shown in Figure 4. A node is defined to befixed if its hard-
ware/software mapping as well as implementation bin have
been determined. A node is defined to befree if both its
mapping and implementation bin are yet to be determined.
A node is defined to betagged if it is taken up for imple-
mentation-bin selection after having been mapped to hard-
ware or software. In Figure 4, the GCLP algorithm is first

Notation Interpretation

G DAG G = (N,A), N: nodes, A: arcs

D Latency constraint (deadline)

AH(AS) Total hardware (software) capacity constraint

ahi (asi) Default area estimate for node i in
hardware (software)

thi(tsi) Default execution time estimate for node i in
hardware (software)

CHi(CSi) Hardware (software) implementation curve

Table 1: Summary of notation

Fixed
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GCLP

IBS

Mapping

Select
nodei

Implementation bin:Bi*

Figure 4: Proposed algorithm for P3
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Abstract
The extended partitioning problem is the joint problem of
mapping nodes in a precedence graph to hardware or soft-
ware, and within each mapping, selecting an appropriate
implementation for each node. The end-goal is to minimize
the hardware area, subject to architectural and perfor-
mance constraints. This is an NP-complete problem; we
present an efficient heuristic called MIBS to solve it. The
MIBS algorithm solves the extended partitioning problem
by decomposing it into an iterative process consisting of
two steps: mapping and implementation-bin selection. The
GCLP algorithm computes a mapping by using an adaptive
optimization objective at each iteration. This objective is
selected on the basis of a global time criticality measure
and local optimality measures. The IBS algorithm solves
the implementation-bin selection problem. It uses a bin
sensitivity measure, which correlates the implementation-
bin motion with the overall hardware area reduction, to de-
termine the implementation bin of a node for a given map-
ping. Experimental results indicate that the added
dimension of design flexibility (offered by implementation
bins) can be used effectively in partitioning to reduce the
overall area. The MIBS algorithm has O(|N|3) complexity,
with a solution quality comparable to that of ILP.

1.0: Introduction
Traditional partitioning approaches make a binary

choice between hardware and software (mapping) for each
node. However, a node can have different implementation
alternatives (called implementation bins) within a given
mapping. These implementations differ in area and time
characteristics. The extended partitioning problem selects
the appropriate implementation for a node, in addition to
deciding whether it is in hardware or software.

Implementation-bin Selection

GCLP

IBS

Partitioning
Hardware/Software Mapping{

Figure 1: The Extended Partitioning Problem

MIBS:

Partitioning problems in general are difficult. Parame-
ters of the design can be approximated to formulate a linear
optimization problem that can be solved exactly. Exact so-
lutions (typically using ILP) are intractable for even mod-
erately small problems. This paper proposes and evaluates
a heuristic solution for the extended partitioning problem.

Our approach to solving this problem is to decompose it
into two sub-problems as shown in Figure 1. The GCLP al-
gorithm, first described in [1], is used to select the map-
ping, and the IBS algorithm embedded under it selects the
implementation bin.

The outline of this paper is as follows: The extended par-
titioning problem is motivated in Section 2.0. The GCLP
algorithm is summarized in Section 3.0. The IBS algorithm
is proposed in Section 4.0. The MIBS algorithm for the ex-
tended partitioning problem is described in Section 5.0,
and experimental results are presented in Section 6.0.

2.0: Motivation and problem definition
Thehardware/software mapping problem (P1): Giv-

en a DAG (where nodes represent computations and arcs
represent data and control precedences between nodes),
area and time estimates for software and hardware imple-
mentations of all nodes, communication costs, and a de-
sired latency, determine a mapping (M) of nodes to
hardware and software, and the start time for each node
(schedulet), such that the area occupied by the nodes
mapped to hardware is minimum.

The mapping problem is combinatorial in the order of
nodes (O(2|N|) by enumeration). Heuristics have been re-
ported to solve this more efficiently [1][2][3]. In addition
to determining the mapping, there is yet another dimension
of design flexibility — a node in a given mapping can have
many implementation alternatives. Figure 2 shows the
pareto-optimal points (implementation bins) in the area/
time trade-off curves for the hardware mapping of typical
nodes. Each of these curves was obtained by running a be-
havioral description (in Silage) of the node through the
high-level synthesis system, Hyper [4]. The sample period
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